
Artist:Â Faroese GoodiepalVenue:Â Statens Museum for Kunst, CopenhagenExhibition Title:Â UNBOXING: The Goodiepal CollectionDate: September 25 â€“ December 6, 2020Selected By: Jacob FabriciusClick here to
view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:Bananskolen, ULK, Danmarks Ã¦ldste sangskat, 2020, 11:30 min.Images courtesy of Statens Museum for Kunst,
CopenhagenPress Release:In a new exhibition at SMK (The National Gallery of Denmark), Danish-Faroese artist Goodiepal unfolds his vast collection of sound art, technology and peculiar devices. The event is
accompanied by a performance programme and a series of lectures featuring experts from the sound art scene.This autumn, SMK invites you to enter a rich and wondrous world of sounds, signals and technology when
Danish-Faroese artist and electronic composer Parl Kristian BjÃ¸rn Vester â€“ known as Goodiepal (b. 1977) â€“ takes over the museum.A pioneering figure in Danish sound art and computer music, Goodiepal is also the
owner of one of Europeâ€™s largest collections of sound art. In recent years, his collection has been stored in boxes at SMK, but now he unpacks it to present what he himself calls â€˜an exhibition for dreamers big and
smallâ€™.Opening on 25 September,Â Unboxing: The Goodiepal CollectionÂ focuses on sounds and signal systems, on the relationship between man and machine and on the potentials and limitations of technology. At
the same time, the exhibition explores questions such as how to make art for artificial intelligences, and whether sound can be embedded and stored in 9,000 years-old rocks.The unpacking of Goodiepalâ€™s collection
and the selection of works was undertaken as a collaboration between Goodiepal and SMK as well as ULK â€“ Art Labs (SMKs social and creative community for young people) and students from Goodiepalâ€™s open
art school, Bananskolen.Spanning six themed rooms, the exhibition lets you explore a wealth of Danish and international sound art and sound objects. While selected sound works can be heard via headphones, other
works will be exhibited as art objects that are primarily intended to be experienced through the eyes rather than the ears.You will also find many other fascinating artefacts: a delay engine, a computer made entirely of
glass, salt and water, and a machine which supposedly makes it possible to speak with the dead.Every Wednesday afternoon during the exhibition run, visitors have the opportunity to delve even further into the world of
sound art when Goodiepal and Bananskolen invite everyone to attend open lectures at SMK. Here you can take part in talks featuring a range of experts and figures from the Danish and international sound art scene as
well as Goodiepal himself.The participants include composer Hans Stubbe TeglbjÃ¦rg, who will give three lectures on early Danish electronic music, artist Ole Wich, who will speak about Inuit mappings of coastlines in
bone and wood, and artist Dalin Waldo, who will unpack the concept of â€˜eloptic energyâ€™. The lectures take place in the exhibition every Wednesday from 17.00, and admission is free.Every Thursday during the
exhibition period, visitors can enjoy performances arranged by the team behind the exhibition. The programme includes magic musical chess, an activist choir and meditation. The Thursday events are held at 16.00, and
joining in is absolutely free.Link: Faroese Goodiepal at Statens Museum for KunstThe post Faroese Goodiepal at Statens Museum for Kunst first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Stefan MÃ¼ller, Min
YoonVenue:Â Galerie Nagel Draxler, MunichDate: September 12 â€“ December 5, 2020Selected By: Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowStefan MÃ¼llerFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Galerie Nagel Draxler, MunichPress Release:On the occasion of Various Others 2020, Nagel Draxler Munich presents a cooperation with the Berlin gallery Lars Friedrich, with
works by the German painter Stefan MÃ¼ller and the South Korean artist Min Yoon. While MÃ¼ller encounters hard facts with soft tones, he often seems to treat his fabrics and materials carelessly and destructively, for
example when he throws his canvases on the studio floor to walk on them while working. As a mid-career artist, his works help to shape the artistic discourse of the present and exert influence on a younger generation of
artists such as the one Min Yoon belongs to. In his installations, sculptures and paintings, Min Yoon questions processes of identity formation within art, its production, exhibition and reception, using harmonizing rather
than contradictory forms of examination.Stefan MÃ¼ller is an artist who, regardless of what is happening in the context of what Max Horkheimer once called the culture industry, follows his own timeline. This is not a
sovereign attitude, but rather corresponds to the difficult survival of the weak and unfinished in the whirlwind of medialization, which now encompasses all areas of life. The apparent openness of the media society
subjects everything to calculation. How many clicks, how many users, how many followers? After â€šimprovisation&#8217; was made fully marketable by YouTube and Instagram, improvised biographies beyond the
mainstream no longer count today. MÃ¼ller meets hard facts with soft tones. He doesn&#8217;t improvise for money, but out of selfdefense. He often seems to deal carelessly and destructively with his fabrics and
materials, for example when he throws his canvases on the studio floor in order to walk on them while working. MÃ¼ller crosses out the days, more like a child waiting for Christmas than the delinquent in prison. The
lightness of his new paintings is also their strength. It is directed against the exclusion of the abjected.Stefan MÃ¼ller was born 1971 in Frankfurt a.M. Germany and studied with Prof. Thomas Bayrle at Frankfurtâ€™s
famous StÃ¤del school. Today MÃ¼ller lives and works in Berlin.Min Yoon, born 1986 in Cheonan, South Korea, lives and works in Vienna. In his installations, sculptures and pictures, he explores processes of identity
formations within art, its production, exhibition and reception, using balancing forms of reflection, rather than conflicting forms.Link: Stefan MÃ¼ller, Min Yoon at Galerie Nagel DraxlerThe post Stefan MÃ¼ller, Min Yoon at
Galerie Nagel Draxler first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Gaylen GerberVenue:Â Emanuel Layr, ViennaDate: October 9 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press
release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artist and LAYR, Vienna. Photos by Gaylen Gerber and Paul Levack.Press Release:LAYR is pleased to present an exhibition by the American artist
Gaylen Gerber which features his early Untitled paintings exhibited with his more recent Support paintings.In the mid and late 1980s and early 1990s, Gerber made uniformly sized square canvases that contain almost
imperceptible still life paintings painted in three values of gray on gray grounds. The longer one looks, the more the underlying image conditionally emerges. Untitled, and undated, these paintings can seem like flat or
closed surfaces, but they are not only unexpectedly nuanced but also inclusive, continuous, and assert their place in the present.In combination with the early Untitled paintings, Gerber exhibits a number of more recent
Support paintings, in this case â€“ oil paint over 19th and 20th century marble and bronze sculptures, artifacts, and oil paintings by other makers. In doing so he underscores many of the archetypes and motifs that
populate our unconscious, often with profound implications. For example, Support, n.d., builds on a lush 19th century painting of a floral still life after the Dutch artist Jan van Huysum, who, in his work, insisted on closely
scrutinizing the world around him. Gerberâ€™s work expresses a similar critical observation of our surroundings and his concealment of one surface conveys an unexpected fluidity with what in turn another
reveals.Gerber has exhibited widely including surveys of his work at the Arts Club of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (2018); the MuseÃ© dâ€™Art Moderne Grand-Duc Jean, Luxembourg (2006); and The Renaissance Society
at the University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (1992); monographic and cooperative projects include Oslobiennalen 2019-2024, Oslo, Norway; Kunsthaus Bregenz, Bregenz, Austria (2016); Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York, New York (2014); The Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, Illinois (2013); MuseÃ© des Beaux-Arts, Dijon, France (2005); The Art InstituteÂ of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois (2002); Kunstverein Munich,
Munich, Germany (1996); Documenta IX, Kassel, Germany (1992).Link: Gaylen Gerber at Emanuel LayrThe post Gaylen Gerber at Emanuel Layr first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case youâ€™d like to spend
a while absorbed in the universe of a single artistâ€™s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, weâ€™re featuring the
archive of Juliette Blightman, where you can find documentation of 80 projects by the artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Juliette Blightman first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Irina
LotarevichVenue:Â Sophie Tappeiner, ViennaExhibition Title:Â RefineryDate: October 10 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of Sophie Tappeiner, ViennaLink: Irina Lotarevich at Sophie TappeinerThe post Irina Lotarevich at Sophie Tappeiner first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Nancy LupoVenue:Â Sydney,
SydneyExhibition Title:Â BEAT ME BITE ME WHIP ME FUCK MEDate: October 17 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
Sydney, SydneyLink: Nancy Lupo at SydneyThe post Nancy Lupo at Sydney first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Fredrik VÃ¦rslevVenue:Â Gio Marconi, MilanExhibition Title:Â World PaintingsDate:
September 24 â€“ November 30, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Gio Marconi, MilanPress Release:THEY ARE THE
WORLD, PART IDieter RoelstraeteAlthough the seeds for World Paintings were first planted in Fredrik VÃ¦rslevâ€™s mind back in the mid-2000s â€“ the occasion, back then, was a chance encounter with the hard edge
flag paintings of the Swedish artist Olle Baertling, billowing in the breeze outside the Moderna Museet in Stockholm â€“ and although VÃ¦rslev first started working on his â€œflag paintingsâ€• more than two years ago, it
is hard to think of a suite of works that, in their quasi-abstract minimalist manner, more painfully and poignantly capture the singular cosmic tremors of 2020, this most horribilis of anni, especially in terms of the impact
these seismic shifts have had upon the arch-global, quintessentially cosmopolitan business of contemporary art. Assembled here are twelve paintings â€œdepictingâ€• various countries of the world, from all five
continents: Belarus (a painting executed, needless to add, long before post-electoral unrest swept the last pseudo-Stalinist dictatorship in Europe), the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (not an actual, i.e. internationally
recognized state), England, Israel, Republic of Korea, Nauru, Pakistan, Panama, Seychelles, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uzbekistan. (If this seems like a disorientingly random selection â€“ well, it is. Except for the
not-so-meaningless fact, seen from both a painterly and political perspective, that all of these flags have white in them: the white, to begin with, of VÃ¦rslevâ€™s untreated canvas.) Artworksâ€™ meanings change all the
time, of course, but it is worth reflecting on the difference a mere six months makes in the conception, production and reception of these very works â€“ Fredrik VÃ¦rslevâ€™s straight-faced, understated contribution to the
long history, both hallowed and contentious, of â€œflag artâ€•. At the time of writing (late August 2020), it is still not clear whether the artist will be able to travel from his native Norway to Milan for the installation and
opening of his exhibition, and the same is even more doubtful with regards to the planned companion show at the artistâ€™s gallery in New York â€“ all because of the ongoing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
single most disruptive, disastrous event to befall the world economy since the Depression ninety years ago. With this particular coronavirus outbreak has come a worldwide ban on international travel, which has
disproportionately impacted the contemporary art world alongside adjoining sectors of the culture and entertainment industries, the global network of higher education and resear
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